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Computer Network Top Down Approach
Replacing digital with analog circuits and photonics can improve performance and power, but it's not that simple.
Developers Turn To Analog For Neural Nets
The limited level of decision-making that can be automated involves simple if-then decisions – “If I see this, then I need to do that” – which are at the heart of computer languages.
A bottom-up and top-down look at intelligent automation
Designing for security is beginning to gain traction across a wider swath of chips and systems as more of them are connected to the Internet and to each other, sometimes in safety- and ...
IC Security Threat Grows As More Devices Are Connected
In the AIoT era, the world is getting smarter. Everything is going to have an online “ID” and then connected into a vast net of IoT devices, like a laptop computer, a mobile phone, ...
Dahua Technology invests in cybersecurity and network security
TripMode 3 provides a simple way to monitor and cap your Mac’s internet data transfers. A well-made management tool, TripMode 3 is well worth the price.
TripMode 3 review: Modern tool for watching and limiting Mac internet bandwidth use
The massive pipeline, which supplies 45% of the East Coast's gasoline and jet fuel, was forced to shut down over the weekend.
What We Know About The Ransomware Attack On A Critical U.S. Pipeline
The attack on Colonial Pipeline, which runs from Texas to New Jersey and transports 45% of the East Coast's fuel supply, is the largest assault on US energy infrastructure in history.
Colonial Pipeline scrambles to restart network after DarkSide cyberattack
Exclusive: Facebook's CEO talks about what the next headset could bring, how fitness plays into the picture, and whether there will be kid accounts for VR anytime soon.
Mark Zuckerberg on Facebook's VR future: New sensors on Quest Pro, fitness and a metaverse for work
By Faisal Mahomed, director of BT’s media and broadcast division and Greg Bensberg MBE, managing director at Digital 3&4 Limited ...
How BT Media and Broadcast and Digital 3&4 are modernising the Freeview network
The users should forget that they were using a computer. While the 16 kilobytes (kilo ... by a central source is at odds with the more decentralized approach I have taken within my home network. It ...
Connectivity Starts at Home
Hit by a cyberattack, the operator of a major U.S. fuel pipeline said Monday it hopes to have services mostly restored by the end of the week as the FBI and administration officials identified the ...
FBI names pipeline cyberattackers as company promises return
The authors introduce advanced technology for controlled wireless light delivery in optogenetics applications with real-time user programming capacity. The utility of the platform is highlighted by ...
Wireless multilateral devices for optogenetic studies of individual and social behaviors
With the latter approach, firewalls are the focal point of the security architecture, locking down an automation environment ... into a USB port on an industrial computer potentially risks infecting ...
Why the Age of IIoT Demands a New Security Paradigm
A Russia-linked cyberattack targeting the largest U.S. fuel pipeline system is a “criminal act, obviously,” President Joe Biden said Monday. “The agencies across the government have acted quickly to ...
Ransomware Attack That Halted US Fuel Pipeline a 'Criminal Act,' Biden Says
The approach could ... With these examples, the network uses principles of game theory to iteratively figure out the relationships between the geometry of a material and its resulting stresses. “So, ...
New AI tool calculates materials’ stress and strain based on photos
The promises of this new network just ahead of its Friday launch are extraordinarily big, though, and anything could happen.
How Dfinity Could Give Ethereum Another Layer of Censorship Resistance
Former Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe is one of five candidates vying for the Democratic nomination for governor of Virginia in 2021.
Meet The Candidate: Terry McAuliffe Seeks Nomination For Governor
To automate this process, we developed Gold Digger, a software tool that uses a modified pix2pix deep learning network capable ... automated approach, we developed a computer-vision solution ...
A deep learning approach to identifying immunogold particles in electron microscopy images
“While still nowhere near where they want to be ultimately, they’ve taken a different approach and are making ... and learn from the centralised, top-down model that they are promoting in ...
Transatlantic relationship strengthens Sweden’s startup sustainability
The approach ... network uses principles of game theory to iteratively figure out the relationships between the geometry of a material and its resulting stresses. "So, from a picture, the computer ...
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